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This part of the film is handled with great success, being suitably confusing, chilling and disturbing,
and highly watchable. It just keeps evoking uncertainty in the viewers' minds and there it scores.
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Gumrah: End of Innocence is an Indian crime television series that started airing from March 2012 on
Channel V India. The show presents crime related incidents committed by young people.
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Where acting goes, Gumrah is overall Mala Sinha's show, and she is plain excellent in a demanding
part which requires her to work a lot with her inner self. Ashok Kumar is unsurprisingly brilliant in the
role of the happy-go-lucky husband who is far more sophisticated than it seems to be. Sunil Dutt plays
the tormented and disappointed lover exceedingly well. Shashikala, one of the best
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the job is. As sensible word, never ever judge the words from who speaks, but make the words as your good
value to your life.
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